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Hi Everyone!
October already! My goodness, how the year is flying by!!!
The shops already have much of their Christmas stock in. Myself and my
husband have already purchased our tacky Christmas jumpers! I wonder
how many of you have already started or even finished your Christmas
shopping?
Anyway, moving swiftly on.....
Following my message in last issue of the Bugle seeking any newcomers to
the mailing list, I have had a few responses regarding this, so thank you very
much. Just to echo myself once again, please do let me know the details of
anyone you feel may be interested in receiving a copy of the newsletter.
As always, I welcome any contributions towards further issues of the newsletter, especially the forthcoming Christmas edition (see pg.11).
Until next month....

Sarah-Jayne

News In Brief
Congratulations to Jess and James on their recent marriage.

Good luck to Dan who has started university at Sheffield. We will miss Dan’s versatility, be it on
cornet or augmenting the percussion section to great effect. We look forward to seeing him
when he is home for the holidays. Also our best wishes go to former members Jack Wilson who
has started at the Royal College of Music and Laurence Matthews who has gone to
Birmingham.

Joe Hillyer has now taken up employment in Leeds and has joined the Championship Section
Band Rothwell Temperance. Joe has already been given a band jacket and is now looking to buy
a flat cap and a whippet to complete the ensemble, not sure about the temperance bit though!
Good luck Joe.
www.bradwellband.co.uk
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Next Engagement
Autumn Concert St.James Church, New Bradwell
Commencing at 7:30 p.m. it promises to be a great evening’s musical entertainment with a varied
programme that should appeal to all tastes. Also the Development Band will be featured and it would be
great to see a full house to hear the progress they are making. Tickets will be available at the door and
refreshments served in the interval. The Supporters Club would welcome any prizes for the raffle!

www.bradwellband.co.uk
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Engagement Reports - Keith Jones
Saturday 7th September 2013
Country Fayre
Campbell Park

Bradwell Band’s final outdoor performance of the 2013 summer season was at Campbell Park as part of
the Country Fayre event organised by the Parks Trust Milton Keynes. The weather defied the earlier
prediction of rain and was mostly sunny, if a tad on the cool side when the sun disappeared behind the
clouds. Performing on the stage of the purpose built amphitheatre, the Band was sat down ready to play
in plenty of time for the first of three sessions. So we had all the ingredients for a pleasant late summer’s
afternoon, a lovely venue, good weather and a brass band. The only thing missing was an audience! Our
position was some distance from the main event which was taking place at the top of the park.
Undeterred we began our performance on time with the march “Army Of The Nile” and in the rest of this
session played “I Dreamed A Dream”, “Those Magnificent Men in Their Flying Machines”, “Diamond”,
“For Your Eyes Only” with Karen as the featured soloist and “Country Garden”. After a short interval we
resume with “Barwick Green” which received its first public performance for some time. The title
probably means nothing to most people but the theme is instantly recognisable as the theme music for
The Archers, the longest running radio drama in history. We followed this up with “Can’t Take My Eyes
Off You”, “Soul Limbo” (we were pleased to have Toby back!), “Sing”, “Singing In The Rain” and
“Pokerface”.
Another short interval saw some members make the long return trip up the hill for some refreshments.
They spoke with some of the stallholders and apparently none of them could hear the band playing from
their positions.
The timing of our final session unfortunately clashed with the Birds of Prey display taking place in the
main arena. So to a background of commentary over the public address system we started with “Death
Or Glory” and then in quick succession “Irish Blessing”, “I Got Rhythm”, “American Pie”, “Raiders of the
Lost Ark” and the concluded with “The Lincolnshire Poacher”. Ironically as we were playing our final item
people were making their way towards the bandstand at the conclusion of the Birds of Prey display. Sadly
for them and us, it was too late!
So our last summer job may have been a bit of an anti-climax but there were many positives as far as the
Band was concerned. The playing standard was good throughout and we had almost a full band present.
We thank our guest player George Bruce who although specialising on the euphonium put in an excellent
performance on trombone. Thanks George.
There is nothing wrong with the venue. In fact the potential is there for regular brass band concerts and
several of the other local brass bands have also expressed a willingness to take part of a regular season of
Sunday afternoon performances. Perhaps we could float this idea with the Parks Trust and Milton Keynes
Council. Local bands perform at bandstands in Dunstable, Leighton Buzzard, Northampton, Bedford and
Huntingdon. One would hope that an area as large as Milton Keynes could follow suit.
www.bradwellband.co.uk
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Engagement Reports - Joe Hillyer
As advertised in the last editions of the Bugle, some members of Bradwell Band combined forces with
players from MK Brass and others to perform a concert organised by Joe, here is his report:
Saturday 7th September 2013
“Variations on a Prom theme” - With Jubilee Brass & Friends
St Peter and St Pauls Church, Cosgrove.
“Some words from the MD”
So there we have it!! Another Prom concert been and gone for the village of Cosgrove! The return of
our “Variations on a Prom Theme” concert in St Peter and St Pauls Church was a sell-out last month
and it was so good to have put on something which got a fantastic turnout! 108 tickets were sold and
by the downbeat, we had more than 140 people in attendance. Even a bat was spotted flying into the
church to take its place before the concert! Not bad considering this is one of the smallest churches in
the area.
We started the evening off with John Williams “Raiders March”, taken from the Steven Spielberg 1981
blockbuster “Indiana Jones: Raiders of the Lost Ark”. The band gave us a fantastic rendition of the piece
- a great opener to the proceedings.
We then went over to the Reverend Diane Whittaker of the Church who took us through the usual
protocols surrounding Health and Safety, when the breaks were and where the fire exits were. The
band were particularly pleased to hear they had their own fire exit although we wouldn’t have placed a
bet on the percussionists getting out before everyone else- given the amount of percussion that there
was!
After a breakdown of the evening, we commenced the Flowers and Music theme with an apt
performance of the brass band favourite “The Floral Dance”. The piece was originally “coined up” some
100 years ago, where London composer Katie Moss travelled to Helston in Cornwall to what is still
known as the Furry Dance, the passing of Winter and the entering of Spring. Flowers all around the
church really added to the occasion and it was deemed only too right that we included this in the
programme.
The band then took a break from proceedings to allow our first soloist of the evening the chance to
shine. Our soprano Gemma Shirley gave us a stirring rendition of the piece after talking us through the
history surrounding Dvorak’s “Song to the Moon”. As Gemma rightly pointed out, the Dvorak opera
“Rusalka” tells the wonderful tale of water goblins, sprites and nymphs announcing their love for one
another and how if they are not careful, it could leave them to be eternally damned forever!
We then got the audience singing in our next item with Hubert Parry’s Dear Lord and Father of
Mankind. The band then took another break as we welcomed our second soloist of the evening Ed
Tomlinson to play Chopin’s Nocturne no 2 in Eb major. Arguably his most famous of all of his 24
Nocturnes, Chopin composed this nocturne when he was around 20 and to date the piece is used in
many popular TV shows and films.
www.bradwellband.co.uk
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Engagement Reports - Joe Hillyer (Continued)
After rapturous applause, we then welcomed back to the stage Gemma Shirley again who gave us
another superb rendition, this time, of Bizet’s famous “Habanera” from Carmen. Composed in 1875,
this aria from Carmen goes by the original name of “Love is a Rebellious Bird”. The opera tells the story
of the downfall of Don Jose, a naïve soldier who is seduced by the wiles of the fiery Gypsy, Carmen. The
opera serves as one of the most popularly performed of the modern day.
We then entered an unusual world of music for our next item. Nothing bar unusual, our MD Joe
entertained the crowd in a full scaled costume of Daddy Bear to play Stephen Roberts arrangement of
the popular song “Teddy Bears Picnic”. With the crowd already shocked enough as it was to see a “real
life” teddy bear, Joe entertained the crowds, tuba in hand, with many gasps from the audience. The
audience were treated to the teddy bears favourite tunes, his “Picnic” theme and of course last year’s
favourite “whistle whilst leaving the church” tune “Nellie the Elephant”!
With the audience already well warmed up by this point, we then gave our pianist Ed the chance to
really show off in our next item, “Fete Militaire” by Sidney Smith. With many fantastic virtuosic
moments, long runs and large chords, Ed really did give us a real treat to the ears that I’m certain
Sidney Smith would be only too proud of!
Our penultimate item took the lilt of what we had already heard so far. Earlier in the month, some of
our brass band had been busy, swapping euphoniums and horns for British hand bells. After much
introduction, we welcomed the Jubilee Bells section to play Saint Saens “The Swan” from Carnival of
the Animals! The usual joker in the pack, Joe entertained the crowd with some comedy gags that you
could do with bells, much to the strong disapproval of our rightfully serious bells trio. The bells were
rang, missed and sang, and we finished the item with our 5 note chord, welcoming Cosgrove’s chief
bell-ringer David Richards to join in with us for the final note!
With it almost wrapped up, we finished the first half with an arrangement of Great Gate of Kiev from
Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition. Commonly known in pop orchestration by Emerson Lake and
Palmer, Mussorgsky’s 1875 work was based on a visitor to a gallery observing a series of paintings,
each with their own tale. The “Great Gate” of Kiev is the finale to his story, complete with full
percussion forces- bass drums, tam-tam and a full set of tubular bells!
After a fantastic spread was enjoyed in the interim, we welcomed back the band, and our principal
cornet player for the evening Matt Ball who led the fanfare for us to lead into the famous “Fantasia on
British Sea Songs”. We then were treated to famous songs “Jack’s the Lad” and See the Conquering
Hero before welcoming back to the stage our soprano Gemma to finish us off with the famous
concert-rouser “Rule Britannia “
Our next item was Jerusalem, complete with some fantastic singing from our audience, before we then
moved onto Nimrod. Edward Elgar’s Nimrod is taken from his Enigma Variations and often heard on
Remembrance Sunday and on a number of Cenotaph remembrance services.

www.bradwellband.co.uk
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Engagement Reports - Joe Hillyer (Continued)
Not before announcing the winners of the raffle, the band then got everyone clapping once more in
the second half, with Strauss’s famous Radetzky March. The band then sailed its way through a number
of Prom favourites, I Vow to Thee, Dambusters and Pomp and Circumstance complete with cymbals,
voices and even rocket balloons!
The band then performed the National Anthem before closing the evening with one final series of
thanks, both from Joe and the Reverend Diane Whittaker. A superb evening was had by all and
hopefully this will be something that I’m certain the village can say they were pleased to be in
attendance of. A fantastic night, full of splendour, pomp and patriotism!
By the time you read this, and as some of you already know, I will have moved to Leeds to pastures
green and new, starting a new role in the “London of the North”. For me, this concert really was the
best send off I could have hoped for. It was so nice to share with you one of my biggest passions in life
which is music and to do this in such a wonderfully local way. I hope to see some of you on my return
briefly at Christmas and Easter but for now I shall wish you all the very best and thank you once again
for coming to our “Prom Concert” this year.

Best wishes
Joe Hillyer,
MD, Jubilee Brass & Friends

www.bradwellband.co.uk
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New Music - Keith Jones
Bradwell Band recently added more music to its current repertoire and one these pieces is a march
called “H.M.S. Trinidad” written by George Lloyd. This is a new one to me, despite more years than I
care to think about associated with banding I had never heard of this march. It has a jaunty enough
tune with hints of nautical themes and could easily become just another march to add to the
collection. However a bit of research reveals a tragic story.
The march “HMS Trinidad” was written by George Lloyd in 1941 when he was a Royal Marines
bandsman serving on the ship of that name. Already well known as a composer, the Bandmaster had
asked George to write a march for the ship. At the same time the ship’s captain also asked a personal
friend of his to write a piece. Unable to decide which of the two compositions should become the
official march of the ship, they held the equivalent of a X Factor play off with both pieces being played
in the ship’s aircraft hangar. George’s march was considered the better of the two and was selected as
the official march for “HMS Trinidad.” Incidentally, the unsuccessful entry was written by no less a
person than Ralph Vaughan Williams!
In March 1942 Just five months into its first convoy protection duty, HMS Trinidad was engaged in
action. Members of the Royal Marines Band as was traditional in times of conflict were manning the
transmitting station which was well below the waterline and close to the fuel tanks. One of a trio of
torpedoes fired by Trinidad suffered a technical problem which caused it to change direction and head
straight back towards the ship. It exploded on the port side just by the Royal Marines position. It
ruptured a bulkhead which caused the compartments below to be flooded with a lethal combination of
icy sea water and fuel oil. Including George Lloyd, there had been twenty one men on duty in this and
only four survived. Like many of the brave survivors of the Arctic convoys, the effects on George were
life changing. He was in hospital unable to walk or speak and his body had been severely contaminated
by the oil. Gradually the concussion wore off but he continued to suffer health and mental problems.
Understandably he was so traumatised by his experiences that he was unable to return to writing
music for decade.
The composer had a particular fondness for brass bands but despite several of his works being selected
as Test pieces he was not a fan of contesting. He admired the commitment and expertise shown by
brass bands in performing his works but felt the competitive element of contesting was unfair on the
bands. He also tried his hand at adjudicating but doesn’t appear to have enjoyed the experience as he
believed it was impossible to objectively judge performances whilst being locked away in the box for
hours on end.
This year sees the 100th anniversary of the birth of George Lloyd. His work was highly regarded during
his lifetime although perhaps overshadowed by his contemporary Benjamin Britten. By the end of his
life in 1998, George had written twelve symphonies, three operas, and many other instrumental and
vocal works. His work was published, recorded and performed worldwide. Lloyd’s music is
posthumously enjoying something of a renaissance in his centenary year. He has been featured as BBC
Radio 3's Composer of the Week as well as having this march performed at The Last Night of the Proms
from the Royal Albert Hall when the last remaining member of HMS Trinidad crew was present.

www.bradwellband.co.uk
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In The News, etc… - Keith Jones
British Army to Reorganise Military Music
Following a review by the Chief of the General Staff, The Corps of Army Music have announced radical
plans for the reorganisation of the musical support for the Army in its Defence and diplomacy missions.
As is the case with all modern business practises, there is a need to make more effective use of the
manpower available and bring it onto a secure and sustainable footing for the future. The plan is t
improve retention of players and to introduce new capabilities over the period 2014 – 2018.
One of the most interesting changes is the introduction of three Bands using standard brass band
instrumentation, in effect creating three professional Brass Bands. So out will go the clarinets,
saxophones, flutes and French horns. The history of military music is a fascinating subject and we all
love the pomp and ceremony of occasions such as Trooping The Colour. However they must move with
times and the hope is that the reorganisation will help with recruitment and retention for those of all
musical abilities. The changes do not involve a reduction in numbers, just a better distribution of the
resources available.
We all know that there is a rivalry between brass players and those of other instrument types. Brass
instruments can be played in virtually all weather conditions whereas the reed family is susceptible to
wet conditions. No doubt a band comprising all brass instruments will be able to produce a bigger
sound than a comparably sized conventional military line-up.
Apparently there has already been some keen competition for places in the first of the Brass Bands, the
newly formed Kings Band which will be based in the North West of England which of course has great
brass band traditions. The expectation is that this will be up and running by April 2014. New entrants
will need to undertake a 14 week course to gain the basic military skills necessary to undertake their
duties and to prepare for future specialised training.
In the recent past Bradwell Band is proud to have helped set on the way to a musical career members
join some of the best military bands including Coldstream Guards, Royal Marines, Royal Air Force and
the Blues and Royals.

www.bradwellband.co.uk
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In The News, etc… - Keith Jones (Continued)
BBC to move “Listen to the Band” again!
BBC Radio 2 has announced that following a shake-up in its Autumn scheduling, their one and only
regular nationally broadcast brass band programme, ‘Listen to the Band’ has been moved from its
Wednesday evening slot at 9.30pm to late night on a Thursday at 11.00pm. With concerns over the
future of the BBC Big Band gaining high profile support (they even have an on-line petition), their output will increase to two hours per week, whilst new programmes see Sara Cox present ‘Sounds of the
80s’ and actor Hugh Laurie present a new six part series on the history of blues music. Bob Shennan,
Controller of Radio 2, is reported as stating: "Although we have had to make difficult decisions in order
to make savings in line with the rest of the BBC, I’ve taken this opportunity to create some new programmes and make changes to reinvigorate the Radio 2 schedule".
In the big scheme of things I guess that In this day and age where you can use the listen again features
to catch up with the programmes you have missed it will not be too inconvenient. However not
everyone has access to these options and to expect them to wait until 11:00 at night to catch the
programme is a bit harsh. The Big Band lobby has been successful in securing additional broadcasting
time for their particular brand of musical entertainment and it is a shame this has to be achieved to the
detriment of Brass and Military Bands.

www.bradwellband.co.uk
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Future Engagements
October 2013
Sat 12th

Concert @ St James Church

7.30pm

November 2013
Sun 10th

Remembrance Day @ New Bradwell

December 2013
***COMING SOON!***

www.bradwellband.co.uk
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Contacts, etc...
Contact Details
Which two members of the band
have been morphed together here?

Chairperson:

Gary Morris
chairman@bradwellband.co.uk

Secretary:

Robin Allen

616463

secretary@bradwellband.co.uk
Treasurer:

Dave Sanderson

616357

treasurer@bradwellband.co.uk
Musical Director:

Brian Keech

310959

md@bradwellband.co.uk
Supporters Club:

Lisa Huckle

217429
lhuckle@sky.com

Newsletter
The answer will be revealed in the
next issue! ;-)

S-J Edwards

319942

editor@bradwellband.co.uk
Webmaster:

Fraser Cousins

225772
fras@sky.com

Website:

www.bradwellband.co.uk

Message From The Editor
I’m looking for input towards the impending Christmas issue of this newsletter.
Jokes, recipes, pictures, childhood Christmas memories, funny Christmas
stories.....anything you like, as long as it’s Christmassy!
I will of course be including my usual puzzles and prize-winning quiz, but would
really appreciate any submissions from yourselves to help make it a really good
bumper issue.
All submissions to reach me by Saturday 30th November.
Many Thanks!

Sarah-Jayne

www.bradwellband.co.uk
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Bradwell Silver Band Membership List
Committee
Chairperson:

Gary Morris

Trustees:

Brin Carstens / Graham Crisp

Secretary:

Robin Allen

Junior Rep:

Sam Allen

Treasurer:

Dave Sanderson

Members:

Maria Belton

Steph Chappell

Librarian:

Sam Allen

Louis Wilson

Karen Wilson

Playing Positions

Non Committee Positions

Principal Cornet:

Vacant

President:

Peter J Blake

Solo Cornets:

Dan Whitmore

Musical Director:

Brian Keech

Jess Gunn

Publicity Officer:

Vacant

Julia Hollis

Magazine Editor:

Sarah-Jayne Edwards

Lisa Huckle

Fundraising:

Supporters Club

Soprano Cornet:

Adam Chappell

Quartermaster:

Sam White

Repiano Cornet:

Sam Allen

2nd Cornet:

Orla Howell
Alison Drury

3rd Cornet:

Rachel Griffith
Tania Dytrych

Honorary Members
Chris Coull

Brian Keech

Malcolm Hills

David Wilson

Jim Whyte

Flugel Horn:

Karen Wilson

Solo Horn:

Keith Jones

Adam Chappell

Orla Howell

1st Horn:

Louis Wilson

Oscar Beevor

Ben Mirfin

Liz Keech

Steph Chappell

Ella Duncan

2nd Horn:

Steph Chappell

Daniel Gaylor

Adam King

1st Baritone:

Lucy Bedford

Daisy Roberts

Tania Dytrych

2nd Baritone:

Maria Belton

Toby Dytrych

Sean Trayner

Evan Lovell

Leanne Reed

Euphonium:

Development Group

Fraser Cousins
Luke Colvin

1st Trombone:

John Lee

2nd Trombone:

Vince Jarjadian

Bass Trombone:

Luca Ianotta

Eb Basses:

Dave Sanderson
Jonathan Evans

BBb Bass:

Robin Allen

Percussion

Steve Osborne

The Development Group is open to everyone, irrespective of
age. So if you know anyone who’s been thinking of taking
up a brass instrument, get them to come along. Experience
not necessary.

Toby Dytrych
James Lawrie

*If you are interested in these positions, or would just like to
come along for an evening, feel free to contact the Band’s
secretary, Robin Allen

www.bradwellband.co.uk

